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Abstra t
In a lassi two-sample problem one might use Wil oxon's statisti to test for a di eren e
between Treatment and Control subje ts. The analogous mi roarray experiment yields thousands of Wil oxon statisti s, one for ea h gene on the array, and onfronts the statisti ian with
a diÆ ult simultaneous inferen e situation. We will dis uss two inferential approa hes to this
problem: an empiri al Bayes method that requires very little a priori Bayesian modeling, and
the frequentist method of \False Dis overy Rates" proposed by Benjamini and Ho hberg in
1995. It turns out that the two methods are losely related and an be used together to produ e
sensible simultaneous inferen es.
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Introdu tion

Mi roarrays epitomize the high-throughput devi es that are revolutionizing biomedi al resear h. They are also enlivening statisti s. When applied in a omparative experiment, for example omparing gene a tivity in tumor and normal ells, mi roarrays produ e intriguing but diÆ ult
simultaneous inferen e problems. In the main example employed here, a rather typi al mi roarray
experiment, we will have more than three thousand Wil oxon two-sample tests to onsider at on e.
Two analyses will be dis ussed, a frequentist approa h based on Benjamini and Ho hberg's
(1995) False Dis overy Rate pro edure, and an empiri al Bayes methodology developed in Efron et
al. (2000, 2001). The two approa hes are losely related and an be used to support ea h other,
whi h is the prin ipal point of this paper.
Hedenfalk et al. (2001) report on a mi roarray experiment on erning the geneti basis of
breast an er. It is known that unfavorable mutations of two di erent genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2,
lead to greatly in reased breast an er risk. How do the tumors resulting from the two di erent
mutations di er in their geneti a tivity? To answer this question tumors from 22 women were
analyzed, with seven of the women known to have the BRCA1 mutation, eight known to have
BRCA2, and seven, labeled \Sporadi s", having neither mutation. Ea h woman's tumor ells were
analyzed on a separate mi roarray plate that measured expression levels for 3226 genes. Table 1
shows a small portion of the resulting 3226  22 data matrix.
Here is a s hemati des ription of the geneti te hnology behind the numbers in Table 1. The
known DNA base sequen es for ea h of the 3226 genes were printed at known positions on the
mi roarray plates. (There were a tually 5361 genes to begin with, only 3226 of whi h produ ed
a urately readable results.) When the tumor ells were hybridized on a plate they generated
messenger RNA in proportion to ea h gene's a tivity, produ ing a measurable expression level at
its orresponding DNA plate lo ation. The expression levels were opti ally read using a red dye for
the e e t of interest and a green dye for a ba kground measurement employed as a ontrol. The
numbers in Table 1 are the logarithms of the ratio of red to green intensities measured at ea h gene
lo ation as des ribed in detail in Figure 1 of Hedenfalk et al. (2001). Some adjustments were made
to the raw ratios, see Remark A of Se tion 6.
: A small portion of the data from a mi roarray experiment by Hedenfalk et al. (2001)
on erning geneti a tivity di eren es in breast an er ells; expression levels for 3226 genes on 22
mi roarray plates; 7 from women with BRCA1 mutation, 8 BRCA2, 7 Sporadi (neither). Tabled
values are adjusted log(red/green) ratios from spotted DNA mi roarrays.

Table 1

BRCA1

gene1
gene2
gene3
gene4
gene5

1
-1.29
2.03
0.32
-1.31
-0.66

2
-1.41
0.58
-0.44
-0.98
-0.07

BRCA2


7
1
   -0.55 -0.70
   -0.12 0.23
   1.25 0.53
   0.24 -0.24
   1.22 -0.41

2
1.33
-0.91
-0.96
0.28
-0.88

Sporadi


8
1
   1.14 -0.44
   -0.39 0.70
   -0.51 -1.26
   2.13 0.32
   -0.83 0.25

2
0.26
-1.55
-0.74
0.42
-0.97








Figure 1 on erns the omparison of gene a tivity in BRCA1 tumors versus BRCA2 tumors,
1

7
-0.23
2.17
-0.64
-0.65
-0.21

: Rank sum statisti s omparing BRCA1 vs BRCA2 for the 3226 genes; points are
a tual ounts, solid urve show expe ted ounts under the null hypothesis of no a tivity di eren es.
Dashed urve is a Poisson regression t to the a tual ounts, as explained in Se tion 2.

Figure 1

and so involves only the rst 15 olumns of the matrix begun in Table 1. For this analysis ea h
gene's data was summarized by its Wil oxon statisti : the 15 expression levels for gene i, 7 BRCA1
and 8 BRCA2, were ranked, giving the rank sum statisti
Yi = sum of BRCA2 ranks; (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n = 3226)

(1.1)

The Yi range from a low of 36, if the BRCA2 numbers were the 8 smallest among the 15, to a high
of 92 if they were the 8 largest,
36  Yi  92:
(1.2)
In the usual terminology, small or large values of Yi orrespond respe tively to underexpression or
overexpression of gene i for BRCA2 ompared to BRCA1 tumors (or equivalently down-regulation
or up-regulation.)
The points in Figure 1 are the a tual Y ounts. For example the leftmost point, plotted at
(36,8), represents the 8 genes for whi h Yi equaled 36. The solid urve shows the expe ted ounts
2

assuming no di eren e between BRCA1 and BRCA2 expression levels, i.e. under the permutation
distribution of the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; 15 ( alled the \Wil oxon (7,8)" distribution in what follows).
The expe ted ount is only 0.501 for Y = 36 so there are 16 times as many genes with Yi = 36 as
we would expe t if there were no expression di eren es between BRCA1 and BRCA2 tumors.
The dashed line, a smooth Poisson regression t to the points, is mu h wider than the expe ted
urve, learly indi ating substantial geneti a tivity di eren es for at least some of the genes. The
question of interest is \whi h of the 3226 genes an we on dently label as di erently a tive?"
The naive answer would be to run 3226 separate Wil oxon tests. 614 of the Yi 's lie either below
the .025 point for a standard Wil oxon(7,8) distribution or above its .975 point. This would give
a reasonable riteria for de laring any single pre hosen gene di erently a tive, but it leads to an
expe ted 161 false de larations if none of the 3226 genes are a tually di erent.
Efron, Tibshirani et al. (2000) developed a simple empiri al Bayes approa h to this kind of
simultaneous inferen e problem. As des ribed in the next Se tion, the approa h produ es believable
a posteriori probabilities of a tivity di eren es for ea h gene, starting with a minimum of a priori
assumptions. In Figure 1's ase we will see that the estimated values of ProbabilityfDi erentjYi g
for the 614 \reje ted" genes range from a low of 0.50 near the reje tion thresholds to a high of
nearly 0.95 at the extremes of the Y s ale.
The downside of the empiri al Bayes approa h is its ad ho appearan e ompared to the
mathemati al ertitudes of standard hypothesis testing theory. Benjamini and Ho hberg (1995),
beginning with an algorithm of Simes (1986), developed an attra tive new multiple omparison
te hnique that produ es exa t frequentist inferen es for what they all the \False Dis overy Rate"
(FDR). Se tion 3 dis usses the FDR algorithm and shows that in an important sense it exa tly
mat hes the empiri al Bayes methodology, perhaps strengthening belief in both te hniques. We
an use the two approa hes in a omplementary way to answer the kind of simultaneous inferen e
problems raised in Figure 1. A useful variant alled the \lo al false dis overy rate" is introdu ed
in Se tion 4.
Se tion 5 returns to the full data set of Table 1, using the empiri al Bayes methodology to
make a three-way a tivity omparison between BRCA1, BRCA2, and Sporadi tumors. We lose
in Se tion 6 with some notes and remarks.
The statisti s literature for mi roarrays is quite re ent, with mu h of it unpublished. Useful
referen es for simultaneous testing situations in lude. Newton et al. (2000), Dudoit et al. (2000),
Tusher et al. (2000), as well as Efron et al. (2001).
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Empiri al Bayes Inferen es

We assume that there are two lasses of genes, \Di erent" and \Not Di erent", in our example
meaning that the gene is either di erently or not di erently expressed in BRCA1 and BRCA2
tumors. Let the prior probabilities of the two lasses be p1 and po = 1 p1 , with orresponding
prior densities f1 (y) and fo (y) for the summary statisti Y ,
p1 = ProbfDi erentg
f1 (y) density of Yi if genei \Di erent"
(2.1)
po = ProbfNot Di erentg
fo(y) density of Yi if genei \Not Di erent":
Finally let f (y) be the mixture density
f (y) = po fo (y) + p1 f1 (y):
3

(2.2)

: Empiri al Bayes estimates (2.3) of p1 (y) = ProbfDi erentjYi = yg for the omparison
of BRCA1 and BRCA2 in Figure 1. Solid urve: assuming prior probability po of \Not Di erent" is
1; Dotted urve: assuming po = :67, the largest value of po that makes p1 (y) everywhere nonnegative.

Figure 2

A dire t appli ation of Bayes' theorem gives a posteriori probabilities
p1 (y)  ProbfDi erentjYi = yg = 1 po fo (y)=f (y)

and

(2.3)

po (y)  ProbfNot Di erentjYi = yg = po fo (y)=f (y)

Full Bayesian analysis would require prior spe i ation of po ; p1 ; fo (y), and f1 (y), but we an use the
massively parallel stru ture of mi roarray data to estimate an empiri al Bayes version of (2.3). In
doing so we will be arrying out the kind of empiri al Bayes or ompound Bayes analysis suggested
by Robbins nearly 50 years ago, for instan e in Robbins (1956), but rarely pra ti al in traditional
biometri settings.
Figure 2 shows an empiri al Bayes analysis for the situation of Figure 1: fo (y) here is the
dis rete density for a Wil oxon(7,8) variate, the solid urve in Figure 1 divided by 3226; f (y) has
been estimated by a Poisson regression t to the Y ounts. (Spe i ally by modelling f (y) as a
natural spline having 5 degrees of freedom and with o set log(fo (y)), giving fb(y) proportional to
the dashed urve in Figure 1.) Together these give an estimate of p1 (y) = ProbfDi erentjyg in
(2.3),
pb1 (y) = 1 po fo (y)=fb(y):

(2.4)

The prior \Not Di erent" probability po is unidenti able without strong parametri assumptions, su h as normality, on fo(y) and f (y). However the most onservative possible hoi e, po = 1,
the hoi e that minimizes the probability of dete ting \Di erent", still gives interesting results.
4

[

The solid urve in Figure 2 is pb1 (y) for po = 1 in (2.4). We see that for po = 1, genes with Yi  39
or Yi  89 have ProbfDi erentjY g ex eeding 0.90. There are 101 su h genes, 49 on the left and 52
on the right.
An obvious obje tion to setting po = 1 is that p1 (y) then be omes negative near the middle of
the Y s ale. Expression (2.3) shows that in order for pb1 (y) to be always nonnegative we must have
po  pbo;max = min
ffb(y)=fo (y)g:
(2.5)
y

[

The dotted urve in Figure 2 indi ates pb1 (y) for po = pbo;max = :67. This raises pb1 (y) somewhat in
the tails, so that now ProbfDi erentjyg ex eeds 0.90 for Yi  40 or Yi  88, a total of 134 genes.
(Remark F of Efron et al. (2001) suggests a more stable estimate of po;max.) We will see in Se tion
3 that the ambiguity in po plays the same role in the FDR theory as here.
The argument leading to Figure 2 has a strong heuristi foundation but no formal basis. To this
end, the asymptoti a ura y of (2.4) as the number of genes goes to in nity is established under
some restri tions in Storey (2001A). We take another approa h in Se tions 3 and 4, where (2.4) is
related to the frequentist False Dis overy Rate algorithm of Banjamini and Ho hberg (1995).
3

Conne tion With False Dis overy Rates

The empiri al Bayes analysis of Se tion 2 is losely related to Benjamini and Ho hberg's theory
of False Dis overy Rates (1995). We begin with a brief review of the FDR algorithm. Suppose one
wishes to simultaneously test n null hypotheses H1 ; H2 ; : : : ; Hn on the basis of independent test
statisti s Y1 ; Y2 ; : : : ; Yn . From the Yi we al ulate orresponding p-values Pi , denoting the ordered
values as
P(1)  P(2)  P(n) ;

(3.1)

P(1) being the most signi ant and P(n) the least signi ant in the usual terminology.

Let R(Y) be a proposed rule for sele ting whi h of the null hypotheses to reje t, e.g. \Reje t
Hi if Pi is among the smallest 5% of the p-values and Pi  :01". Following work by Simes (1986),
Bejamini and Ho hberg de ned the False Dis overy Rate of R to be its expe ted proportion of false
reje tions,
FDR(R) = E fproportion of reje ted Hi that are a tually trueg;

(3.2)

(with the proportion equaling zero if nothing is reje ted) and proved a useful algorithm for ontrolling the FDR below a preset value : let

n

i = argmax P(i) 
i

i o
n po

[po  proportion of true Hi ℄:

(3.3)

Then the reje tion rule

R = fReje t all Hi with Pi  P i g

(3.4)

FDR(R )  ;

(3.5)

(

)

has

5

: Appli ation of FDR- ontrolling algorithm to BRCA1/BRCA2 omparison, = :10,
: Step fun tion shows ordered p-values for one-sided Wil oxon tests that reje t
for small values of rank sum statisti Yi ; R:10 pro edure (3.4) reje ts for the 68 genes having Yi  40.
Right Panel: Same, reje ting for large values of Yi ; R:10 reje ts for the 66 genes with Yi  88.

Figure 3

po = 1:0.

Left Panel

(3.5) be omes an equality if the Yi are ontinuous as well as independent, Theorem (5.1) of Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001). Other FDR- ontrolling rules are available, as in Benjamini and Wei
(1999), but we will on entrate on (3.3, 3.4).
In the ontext of Figure 1, n = 3226 and Hi = fgenei Not Di erentg. Noti e that po in (2.1) is
the expe ted proportion of true Hi , nearly the same as its de nition in (3.3). The 1995 paper took
po = 1, whi h here as in (2.3) is the most onservative hoi e, minimizing i and making inequality
(3.5) least sharp. In more re ent work, Benjamini and Ho hberg (2000), they onsider estimating
po , see also Storey (2001A,B). Empiri al Bayes onsiderations, as in (2.5) and Remark F of Efron
et al. (2001), give intuitively appealing bounds for po .
Figure 3 applies the FDR- ontrolling algorithm to the omparison of BRCA1 with BRCA2,
using = 0:10 and po = 1:0. The step fun tion in the left panel shows the ordered p-values (3.1) for
one-sided Wil oxon tests of Hi versus the alternative that genei underexpresses BRCA2; that is, Pi
is the probability that a Wil oxon(7,8) variable is equal or less than the observed value Yi . The right
panel shows R:10 applied to the overexpression of BRCA2, now with Pi = ProbfWil oxon(7,8) 
Yi g. (Noti e that the step fun tions are empiri al df's of the p-values, rotated 90 degrees.)
The lose onne tion of Benjamini and Ho hberg's FDR pro edure with the empiri al Bayes
methodology of Se tion 2 follows dire tly from Bayes theorem. Let Fo (y) and F (y) be the umulative distribution fun tions (CDF's) orresponding to fo (y) in (2.1) and f (y) in (2.2), and de ne
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the \Bayesian FDR" for fY  yg to be
Fdr(y)  po Fo (y)=F (y)
= Probfgenei Not Di erentjYi  yg

(3.6)

as in (2.3), alled the \q-value" in Storey (2001A,B). If we have Ni genes with Yi  y then, starting
from (2.1) and assuming independen e, the number Nio of the Ni from the \Not Di erent" lass
will be binomially distributed,
Nio jNi  Bi(Ni ; Fdr(y));

(3.7)

and for large Ni we an expe t Fdr(y) to be lose to FDR(Yi  y), (3.2). This will be true even if
the Yi are orrelated, a mixing ondition being enough to ensure asymptoti equivalen e, as shown
in Genovese and Wasserman (2001) and Storey (2001).
Now let F (y) be the usual empiri al df of the Yi 's, F (y) = #fYi  yg=n. The obvious
nonparametri estimate for Fdr(y) is
Fdr(y) = po Fo (y)=F (y):
(3.8)
Equivalen e Theorem
The Benjamini-Ho hberg rule R , (3.4) is equivalent to reje ting all Hi
with Yi  y , where y is de ned by

y = max
fFdr(y) 
y

g:

(3.9)

Reversing the y s ale, a similar result holds for reje tion regions fYi  yg.
Proof
Let Y(i) indi ate the ith ordered value of fY1 ; Y2 ; : : : ; Yn g. Then F (Y(i) ) = i=n and
Fo (Y(i) ) = P(i) . The onstraint Fdr(y)  is equivalent to
or P(i)  ni p ;
o

po P(i) =(i=n) 

(3.10)

oin iding with the FDR de nitions (3.3), (3.4). Tied values of Yi an be ordered arbitrarily without
a e ting this argument, as an be seen from inspe tion of Figure 3.
The equivalen e theorem says that if we hoose the reje tion region fYi  yg as large as possible
subje t to the onstraint that the estimated empiri al Bayes probability ProbfNot Di erentjY  yg
is no greater than , than our expe ted proportion of false reje tions is also less than . This is
true for any hoi e of po in the two algorithms and in parti ular for the onservative hoi e po = 1.
In this situation one an be both a Bayesian and frequentist simultaneously.
The FDR theorem was originally proved under an independen e assumption on the test statisti s Y1 ; Y2 ; : : : ; Yn . Re ent work by Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001), relaxes this assumption to
allow a form of positive dependen e. However independen e plays no essential role in the empiri al
Bayes approa h { all we need is F (y) in (3.8) to be a reasonable estimator of F (y) { whi h suggests
that the FDR algorithm should give reasonably a urate results under quite general onditions on
the test statisti s. The assumptions underlying the empiri al Bayes and FDR methods are further
dis ussed in the next Se tion whi h provides a further onne tion between the FDR and empiri al
Bayes approa hes, and illustrates the prin ipal advantage of the latter.
7

4

The Lo al False Dis overy Rate

What we alled the Bayesian False Dis overy Rate in (3.6) an be de ned for general reje tion
regions, in luding in nitesimally \lo al" ones. For Y a subset of the Y sample spa e let
Fdr(Y )  po Probfo fY 2 Yg=Probf fY 2 Yg
= Probfgenei Not Di erentjYi 2 Yg;

(4.1)

with fo and f de ned as in (2.1), (2.2). In Figure 1 for example we might take Y = fYi  47 or
Yi  81g, the .05 (a tually .054) two-sided Wil oxon reje tion region. Estimating the denominator
in (4.1) by the proportion of Yi 's in Y , 614/3226 = 0.190, gives
(4.2)
Fdr(Y ) = po ::054
190 = po  :284:
Under the onservative assumption po = 1, we expe t about 28% of the \.05 signi ant" genes to
a tually be Not Di erent, while po = pbo;max = :67 gives 19%.
4.1

Lo al FDR

Efron et al. (2001) de ned the lo al false dis overy rate at point y in the Y -spa e to be the
fun tion po (y) in (2.3),
fdr(y) = po fo (y)=f (y) = po (y)
= ProbfNot Di erentjYi = yg:

(4.3)

There is a simple Bayesian relationship between F dr(Y ) and fdr(y) :
Averaging Theorem

Fdr(Y ) = Ef ffdr(y)jy 2 Yg

: (4.4)

R
R
2 Yg = Y [pofo(y)=f (y)℄f (y)= Y f (y) = poProbfo fYg=Probf fYg = Fdr(Y ).
In words, Fdr(Y ) is the onditional f -average of fdr(y) for y 2 Y .

Proof

Ef ffdr(y)jy

The advantage of the lo al fdr is its spe i ity: it provides a measure of belief in gene i's
\signi an e" that depends on Yi 's exa t value, not on its in lusion in a larger set of possible
values. Consider Y = fYi  40g, the FDR- ontrolling set for = 0:10, po = 1:0, on the left side
of Figure 3. It has overall Bayesian Fdr = :089, (3.4), but with estimated lo al values of fdr(y)
ranging from .04 to .13. This just says the obvious, that the boundary value y = 40 is the most
likely point in Y to yield a false dete tion, but it is ni e to have a quantitative assessment. A
biogeneti ist ould use the observed fdr values quite exibly, without ne essarily de laring a sharp
boundary between signi ant and not signi ant ases, and perhaps in luding a priori opinions of
di erential gene a tivity as dis ussed in Se tion 4.3.
The main disadvantage of the lo al fdr is the need to estimate the density f (y) in (4.3) (or more
generally to estimate the ratio fo(y)=f (y) in situations where fo (y) is not theoreti ally determined,
see Remark C of Se tion 6). For example we needed the Poisson regression estimate fb(y) in (2.4)
to onstru t the urves pb1 (y) = 1 fdr(y) of Figure 2.
In dis rete situations like that of Figure 1 the simplest estimate of f (y) is
f(y) = #fYi = yg=n;
(4.5)
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with orresponding fdr value fdr(y) = po fo (y)=f(y). The averaging theorem (4.4) then gives
Fdr(Y ) =

X

Yi 2Y

fdr(Yi )=#fYi 2 Yg;

(4.6)

so that Fdr(y) in (3.8) equals the average of fdr(Yi ) for Yi  y. We an restate the equivalen e
theorem to say that the Benjamini-Ho hberg upper limit y is the maximum value y su h that the
average of fdr(Yi ) for Yi  y is no greater than .
The estimator fdr(y) an be highly variable, even with n very large. Given a smoothed, less
variable estimate fdr(y) as in Figure 2, we still might wish to adjust its global average to mat h
Fdr(y ), by repla ing fdr(y) with
ff
dr(y) = fdr(y)

P

(4.7)

where is divided by fdr(Yi )=#fYn 2 Yg. In this way we obtain a global reje tion region
Y
Y from the Benjamini-Ho hberg algorithm with guaranteed FDR ontrol, along with ompatible
lo al fdr estimates that di erentiate error probabilities within Y . Noti e that fdr(y) in (4.7) is
only required for y 2 Y so even a rough guess of fb(y)'s tail behavior an be used to approximate
ff
dr(y).
4.2

Conservative Estimation Property

The empiri al estimate of the Bayesian False Dis overy Rate Fdr(Y ), (4.1), is
Fdr(Y ) = po Fo (Y )=F (Y );
where
Fo (Y ) =

Z
Y

fo (y) and F (Y ) = N (Y )=n;

(4.8)
(4.9)

N (Y )  #fYi 2 Yg. We will show that Fdr(Y ) is biased upward for estimating the a tual False
Dis overy Rate, in a strong sense des ribed next.
Let N1 (Y ) and No (Y ) indi ate the number of \Di erent" and \Not Di erent" genes with
Yi 2 Y , so N (Y ) = No (Y ) + N1 (Y ), and de ne
(Y ) = No (Y )=N (Y );

(4.10)

(Y ) is the a tual proportion of false dete tions if we reje t all null hypotheses having Yi

2 Y,
while its expe tation is Benjamini and Ho hberg's de nition (3.2), FDR(Y ). The estimate Fdr(Y ),
(4.8), amounts to substituting the expe tation

eo (Y )  Efo fNo (Y )g = npo Fo (Y )

(4.11)

For the unobservable numerator No (Y ) in (4.10),
Fdr(Y ) = eo (Y )=N (Y ):
9

(4.12)

: F dr(Y ) and (Y ) as fun tions of the unobservable quantity No (Y ), (4.13).

Figure 4

The empiri al Bayes False Dis overy Rate Fdr(Y ) is biased
upward as an estimator of the frequentist False Dis overy Rate FDR(Y ) for the rule that reje ts
all Hi having Yi 2 Y , (3.2).
Proof
With N1 (Y ) xed, F dr(Y ) and (Y ) are respe tively onvex and on ave as fun tions of
No (Y ), as illustrated in Figure 4. Two appli ations of Jensen's inequality give
eo (Y )
 E f(Y )jN1 (Y ) = N1 g
(4.13)
E fF dr(Y )jN1 (Y ) = N1 g 
eo (Y ) + N1

Conservative Bias Theorem

This proves the stronger result that onditional on any value of N1 (Y ), F dr(Y ) is biased upward
as an estimator of the expe tation of (Y ); the theorem follows from E f(Y )g = FDR(Y ), un onditionally. See Remark E, and also Theorem 2 of Storey (2001B). 
A ru ial assumption for empiri al Bayes estimates like those in Figure 2 is that we an estimate
the expe ted number of true null hypotheses No (Y ) among those genes having Yi in a region of
interest Y . To this end we used eo (Y ), (4.11), or eo (y) = npofo (y) for the lo al fdr. Overestimates of
E fNo (Y )g, by taking po = 1 for instan e, in rease the onservative bias. More aggressive empiri al
Bayes estimators su h as the dotted urve in Figure 2 put more strain on a urately estimating
E fNo (Y )g.
The onservative bias theorem applies to a xed hoi e of Y , while the original FDR algorithm
(3.3), (3.4) sele ts the reje tion set Y adaptively, in a \greedy" way that might seem to generate
an anti onservative bias. However the sophisti ated al ulations of Benjamini and Ho hberg (1995)
and Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) show it is still true that E f(Y )g  , (3.5). Roughly speaking
the anti onservative maximization of Y in (3.3) is more than ountera ted by the e e ts at work
in Figure 4.
4.3

Ex hangeability and Prior Beliefs

Empiri al Bayes estimates like those in Figure 2 ta itly assume some form of ex hangeability
of prior beliefs among the genes. This se tion examines the ex hangeability assumption, also
10

dis ussing what happens when we wish to in orporate non-ex hangeable prior information.
As an example onsider the value y = 84 on the x-axis of Figure 1; N (y) = 36 of the genes
have Wil oxon statisti Yi = 84, versus an expe ted number of about 7 \Not Di erent" genes if we
set po = pbo;max = 0:67,
eo (y) = E fNo (y)g = npo fo (y) = 7:05:

(4.14)

This gives an estimate of po (y) = fdr(y) = ProbfNot Di erent jY = yg,
7:05 = :196;
(4.15)
po (y) = fdr(y) =
36
as in (4.12) with Y = y, or (2.3) with f (y) estimated by f(y) = 36=n.
The ex hangeability assumption is transparent in this ase: we expe t about 7 of the 36 genes
with Yi = 36 to be \Not Di erent", and assign a posteriori probability 7/36 to all 36. Noti e
that ex hangeability is required only among the 36 genes, not among all 3226. In this sense the
lo al fdr estimate relies less than global estimates like (3.8) on ex hangeability. (The equivalen e
theorem suggests ex hangeability assumptions also lurking in the Benjamini-Ho hberg pro edure,
in the way that all of the genes in R are onsidered equally signi ant.)
In pla e of eo (y), (4.14), we would usually prefer the more relevant onditional expe tation
eNo (y)  Eo fNo (y)jN (y)g = N (y)po (y):

(4.16)

Repla ing po (y) with pbo (y) = po fo (y)=fb(y) produ es the estimate
ebNo (y) = N (y)po fo (y)=fb(y):

(4.17)

The empiri al density fb = f(y) = N (y)=n makes (4.17) identi al to (4.14), but smoothed estimates
fb(y) give di erent results. The dashed urve in Figure 1 has pbo (y) = po fbo (y)=F (y) = 0:227 and
ebNo (y) = 36  0:227 = 8:18:

(4.18)

The ex hangeability argument still applies, now assigning non-signi an e probability 8:18=36 =
0:227 = pbo (y) to ea h of the 36 genes.
Suppose now that we have varying a priori beliefs for the genes, with prior probabilities
poi = Probfgenei Not Di erentg

(4.19)

repla ing the onstant value po in (2.1). Let po be the average of poi over the genes, p1 = 1 po ,
and set
f (y) = po fo (y) + p1 f1 (y)

(4.20)

as in (2.2). De ning po (y)  po fo(y)=f (y), Bayes theorem and a little algebra yields an expression
for poi (y)  Probfgenei Not Di erent jYi = yg:
poi (y) = po (y)

ri
1 (1 ri )po (y)

where
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ri =

poi . po
1 poi 1 po

(4.21)

Given prior probabilities poi , perhaps obtained from a previous experiment, we ould substitute
pbo (y) = po fo (y)=fb(y) into (4.21) to obtain updated estimates pboi (y). Here fb(y) would be estimated
by tting the observed ounts as in Figure 1, the justi ation being that nf (y) = E fN (y)g as

before. In pra ti e we might have only fragmentary prior information, perhaps a list of a few dozen
genes that the resear hers believe parti ularly likely to be important. For example if one of the 36
genes with Yi = 84 was on the list, we might take ri = :50, indi ating it was roughly half as likely
a priori to be Not Di erent, and modify pbo (y) = :227, (4.18), to
:5
pboi (y) = :227
(4.22)
1 :5  :227 = :128
5

Three-Way Comparison

The breast an er data set of Table 1 omprises three groups, BRCA1, BRCA2, and Sporadi ,
but so far our examples have only ompared BRCA1 with BRCA2. This se tion makes the threeway omparison, using the same simple empiri al Bayes model as before but now applied to a
higher-dimensional summary statisti \Yi ". Multi-way omparisons illustrate an advantage of our
lo al empiri al Bayes approa h, but also show its limitations.
Ea h gene is represented by 22 mi roarray readings, as in Table 1, 7 for BRCA1, 8 for BRCA2,
and 7 for Sporadi . After ranking the 22 numbers, gene i's summary statisti was taken to be the
3-ve tor.
Yi = (BRCA1 rank sum, BRCA2 rank sum, Sporadi rank sum)=253;
(5.1)
253 is the total rank sum so Yi is a point in the simplex

o
n
X
Y (j ) = 1 :
S = Y : Y (j )  0 and
3

(5.2)

1

We have n = 3226 su h points, one for ea h gene. The Yi 's are essentially two-dimensional, sin e
the rst two omponents determine the third, whi h simpli es the a tual numeri al al ulations.
The empiri al Bayes model (2.1) still is appli able, with \Not Di erent" now meaning that a
gene has the same expression s ore distribution for all three tumor lasses. Bayes rule still applies
as stated in (2.2), (2.3). Simulation was used to approximate the null density fo (y), yielding an
estimate of p1 (y) = ProbfDi erent jYi = yg, as des ribed in Remark D of Se tion 6.
Figure 5 shows smoothed ontours of pb1 (y) plotted in S . The plot is in bary entri oordinates,
meaning that the triangular region S has been laid at on the 2-dimensional page, preserving the
original 3-dimensional geometry. Be ause (5.1) deals with rank ve tors the points Yi are onstrained
to lie within the indi ated hexagon surrounding the entral value (1=3; 1=3; 1=3). The orners of
the triangle, whi h are outside the range of the plot, are indi ated by the \OVEREXPRESSED"
labels. For example the orner (1, 0, 0) lies beyond the edge of the hexagon labeled \BRCA1
OVEREXPRESSED". Points Yi lying on that edge would orrespond to genes where the 7 BRCA1
expression levels ex eed the other 15.
Figure 5 displays a striking feature: the di eren es between BRCA1 and BRCA2 are sharper
than the di eren es between Sporadi and either of the BRCA's. This is learest in the ontours
for pb1 (y) = :90, labeled \9". These are verti ally oriented and not losed at the top or bottom of
the hexagon, indi ating that high or low Sporadi s ores are not indi ative of genuine expression
di eren es. To state things phenomenologi ally, genes that were BRCA2 overexpressed tended to
12

: Three-way omparison of the breast an er mi roarray data; ontours of pb1 (y) =
ProbfDi erent Yi = yg; \9" shows pb1 (y) = :90 et . The ontours are verti ally oriented, indi ating
stronger expression di eren es between BRCA1 and BRCA2 tumors than between Sporadi and
either BRCA. Hexagonal boundary indi ates feasible region for rank-sum ve tors Yi , (5.1); Points
are the 3226 Yi ve tors \+" is enter (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) of simplex S , (5.2). The three orners of S lie
outside the range of this gure, beyond the \OVEREXPRESSED" legends.

Figure 5
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have BRCA1 underexpression but an intermediate expression level for Sporadi , and vi e versa for
genes with BRCA2 underexpressed. There were no genes for whi h we an be reasonably ertain
that both BRCA's were overexpressed or both underexpressed. It is as if the BRCA1 and BRCA2
mutations had diverged in opposite dire tions from a baseline Sporadi type.
The three-way omparison of Figure 5 points out some strengths and limitations of the nonparametri empiri al Bayes model (2.1). A strength is the lo al nature of po (y) and p1 (y) in (2.3).
These depend only on the density ratio fo(y)=f (y) at y, not on an ordering of the Y spa e, whi h
is why we are able to deal with multi-dimensional Yi ve tors su h as (5.1). The original FDR
algorithm (3.1)-(3.4) is based on p-values, implying on ordering of out omes and less straightforward appli ations to multi-way omparisons. On the other hand, an inferen e of \Di erent" is
less de nitive for multi-way omparisons. In the two-way omparison of Figure 2, genes that were
signi antly Di erent fell into two lear ategories: \Di erent with BRCA2 expression greater than
BRCA1" on the right, and the reverse on the left. Things are less lear ut in Figure 5. 71 of the
3226 points fall beyond the .90 ontours, having posterior probability greater than .90 of being
Di erent. These are lo ated toward the right or left extremes of the hexagon, with right again
indi ating BRCA2 expression greater than BRCA1.
However the status of the Sporadi response for these points is less lear, the hoi es \BRCA1
< Sporadi < BRCA2", \BRCA1 < BRCA2 < Sporadi " et . remaining ambiguous. Further
information is available, by separately examining versions of Figure 2 that apply to the Sporadi BRCA1 omparison and the Sporadi -BRCA2 omparison, but this ta ti was only moderately
helpful here.
6

Remarks

Pro essing di eren es, for example in the treatment of the green-dyed
ba kground referen e material, an easily produ e systemati errors in the readings on any one
mi roarray, making some \brighter" than others. Hedenfalk et al. (2001) adjusted their raw
opti al measurements for a variety of su h fa tors. We made a nal adjustment: ea h mi roarrays
data, that is ea h olumn of the 3226  22 data matrix, was linearly transformed to have mean 0
and varian e 1. Doing so nulli es plate e e ts, at the expense of possibly redu ing the magnitude
of genuine expression di eren es.
Alternatively we might have adjusted ea h mi roarray's mean to its group average, (BRCA1,
BRCA2, or Sporadi ) rather than to zero. Doing so shifts fb(y) in Figure 1 roughly 3 units rightward.
Making no adjustment at all gave results more like Figure 1. A t-test omparing the 7 BRCA1
plate averages with the 8 BRCA2 averages indi ated no systemati di eren es, and in this ase we
preferred adjusting all means to zero. We also tried an even more onservative approa h, repla ing
ea h olumn of the data matrix with its normal s ores ve tor, but this gave almost the same results.

A. Data Adjustments

Instead of the dis rete Wil oxon rank-sum statisti (1.1), we might have
taken Yi to be the two-sample t-statisti . Doing so produ ed results very mu h like Figure 1, with
the solid urve fo (y) now the standard t density, 13 degrees of freedom. As in Figure 1, the smooth
parametri density fb(y) t to the 3226 Yi 's was substantially wider than fo (y). The equivalent of
the po = 0 urve in Figure 2 yielded 50 genes having p1 (Yi )  :90; pbo;max = :66 in (2.5).

B. Continuous Cases

C. Estimating fo (y )
It isn't lear that the t13 density is the orre t hoi e for fo(y) in Remark
B. Mi roarray data stru tures allow us to estimate fo (y) by permutation methods rather than just
a epting the normal-theory answer. Permuting the 15 BRCA1, BRCA2 plates and re al ulating
the Y statisti s gives a dire t estimate of fo . It an be shown that the permutations should be as
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balan ed as possible. For example if there were 8 plates in ea h group, ea h permutation should
transfer 4 plates from group to group. Unbalan ed permutations add a spurious omponent of
varian e to the estimation of fo (y), arising from those genes in the genuinely \Di erent" lass.
20 independent almost balan ed permutations were used to estimate fo (y) in the ontext of
Remark B. The resulting 20  3226 Y 's had a distribution that was slightly shorter-tailed than
t13 . Using this estimate of fo , the equivalent of the solid urve in Figure 2 gave 112 genes having
p1 (Yi )  :90, about the same as in the Wil oxon analysis.
The omparative experiment dis ussed in Efron et al. (2001) had only four plates for ea h of
the two treatments. There it proved more eÆ ient to add a onstant \ao " to the denominator of
the usual two-sample t-statisti when omputing the gene s ore Yi . (\More eÆ ient" was de ned in
terms of the number of genes with p1 (Yi )  :90.) In this ase permutation methods were essential
to the estimation of fo (y).

The ontours in Figure 5 were omputed using logisti regression:
10  3226 ve tors yi were generated by randomly permuting the integers 1; 2; : : : ; 22, partitioning
them into groups of 7, 8, and 7, and applying de nition (5.1). The 3226 a tual ve tors Yi and the
32260 ve tors yi were plotted in the simplex S . Thinking of the Yi 's as Su esses and the yi 's as
Failures, a logisti regression was run to estimate the probability of su ess, say b(Y ), as a mixed
quadrati fun tion of the oordinates of the point Y in S . Finally p1 (Y ) = ProbfDi erent jY g was
estimated to be
1 b(Y ) :
(6.1)
pb1 (Y ) = 1 po
10  b(Y )

D. The Three-Way Comparison

with po set equal to 1 in Figure 5. (Formula (6.1) follows from the ratio of Su esses to Failures,
(Y ) = f (Y )=(f (Y ) + 10  fo(Y )).) Noti e that the shape of the ontours does not depend on
po , while the probability level assigned to the urves does, with pbo (y) = 1 pb1 (y) being dire tly
proportional to po .
A pleasant surprise of the original FDR algorithm (3.3-3.5)
was that its proof required no probabilisti assumptions about the untrue null hypotheses among
H1 ; H2 ; : : : ; Hn . Only the p-values for the true Hi needed to be independent uniform variates.
The same phenomenon o urs for Bayesian False Dis overy Rates: the Conservative Bias Theorem
(4.13) holds true onditionally on N1 (Y ), the number of \Di erent" genes having Yi = Y , Di erent
equaling untrue in our terminology.
In fa t, as pointed out in (4.11, 4.12), the only quantity required for the estimation of Fdr(Y )
is eo (Y ) = Efo fNo (Y )g, the expe ted number of \true" Yi in Y . Only fo (y) plays a omputational
role in the Bayesian assumptions (2.1-2.2), while f1 (y) is fun tionally unimportant. However this
doesn't diminish the point of Se tion 4.3, that the interpretation of the FDR results, Bayesian or
frequentist, requires some form of ex hangeability for appli ation to any parti ular gene.

E. True and Untrue Null Hypotheses

Hedenfalk et al. (2001) were interested in the predi tion problem: given a new
un lassi ed mi roarray plate, how should it be assigned to one of the three ategories BRCA1,
BRCA2, or Sporadi ? The empiri al Bayes methodology of this paper bears on the predi tion
problem.
Consider the situation of Figure 1 where we are only interested in the two ategories BRCA1
versus BRCA2. Let X be the 3226 ve tor of data from a new plate, and suppose we wish to lassify

F. Predi tion
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it as the basis of a linear dis riminant fun tion Q = wi Xi . It is intuitively obvious that only genes
in the Di erent lass should re eive non-zero weights.
Let fxij g, i = 1; 2; : : : ; 3226, j = 1; 2; : : : ; 15, represent the Hedenfalk data. It an be dedu ed, using further empiri al Bayes analyses, that the xij 's are roughly un orrelated and have
onstant varian e a ross the di erent genes. Without going into details, it an then be shown that
a reasonable estimate for the ideal dis riminant fun tion is
Qb =

X

wbi Xi where wbi = pb1 (Yi )  (xi2 xi1 ):

(6.2)

Here xi1 and xi2 are the means for gene i's BRCA1 and BRCA2 expression levels, while pb1 (Yi ) is
the estimate (2.4) for Probfgenei Di erent jYi g. Our urrent work on erns the eÆ a y of (6.2) in
pra ti al predi tion problems.
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